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Stop Press!

Tuesday
Martin Cooper LRPS presents Now You See

Info and a kind offer from Barrie.
It, Now You Don't, a selection of landscape There is a Tornado fly-past tomorrow at
images
in
colour,
mono
and Cosford, they are being taken out of service
abstract/impressionist forms.

next month. Fly-past is scheduled for

1:29pm. They are over the National
of Memorial Arboretum before Cosford but we
photographer who gets up in the early are going to Cosford and planning on
Martin

says,

“I’m

not

the

sort

hours to get to some distant location at the getting there for about 11.00am.
crack of dawn to catch the first rays of
There is room in my car for two people.
sunlight creeping over yonder hill. Nice

Wednesday

though that is, it’s too simplistic for my

liking. The most important factor in any An invitation to hear Martin Fry.
image is the content or subject matter

Thursday

before you. So, first and foremost, I choose
my subjects very carefully and then make
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the most of the conditions prevalent at the
time – or wait until they are right. That
requires patience but it works in the end.“

edits. That will take all the first half and

Remember…

perhaps into the second part,

Thanks to those who responded to the call

your images, so please bring a single RAW

for prints last week. Hand-in starts for the
Annual Nature competition. Entry form.
Paul needs prints for the Thorneloe
exhibition

refresh

(see

last

week's

newsletter).

the

Royal

British

file (preferably) if you have an image you

At this week’s Digital Group meeting Martin would like me to work on.
---------------------------------Addison FRPS will be looking at workflow
and processing in Lightroom.

Before Christmas I asked everyone to bring

I have just returned from 6 of their favourite images to put in the
Japan and Venice so I will be bringing a WCC Best of the Year pdf.

We meet on Thursday 21 February at 7.30
at

Venice, Martin Addison FRPS

Martin

Digital Group
pm

but if we

have time I am happy to develop some of

Legion,

Cornmeadow Lane, WR3 7RL.
All WCC members are welcome to attend .
£2 inc refreshments. Bar also available.

says:-

batch of RAW files from both which have
not been edited or even looked at yet. They Due to a very busy time I haven't started the
will naturally include lots of rubbish (Yes, I book yet, so if you haven't given me any,
know it might come as a surprise to you, but please bring them along on Thursday or
I do take a lot of rubbish!) and I will be email them to me, ideally at 2000 x 1500
showing how I sort through them, delete pixels, quality 70% will be fine, or WCC
some, identify others which I think have competition size (1600 x 1200) if that is
potential, keyword them and do my initial easier. Or use WeTransfer.
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The Cotswold Lad Returns
Worcestershire Audio Visual Group cordially invites all WCC members to a truly entertaining evening with Martin Fry: FRPS AFIAP
BPE2* APAGB. RPS Ribbon "The Cotswold Lad Returns".
Martin Fry is an international award-winning photographer living in Gloucestershire.
His photography is inspired by the beauty of his native Gloucestershire and the ever-changing light of the landscape. From the beautiful
golden colours of the Cotswolds to the evocative moods evoked by the Forest of Dean.
A Fellow of the Royal Photographic Society, Martin was awarded the coveted Dobson Henry Medal by the society in 2013. His images
have gained acceptances and over 150 awards at exhibitions in 40 countries.
This is to be held at Wribbenhall Community Centre, Shaw Hedge Road, Bewdley, Worcestershire, DY12 1EX
Wednesday 20th February 2019 at 7:45pm.
Visitors welcome, entrance fee £2.50

WCC Diploma successes
On Thursday we had the pleasure of reviewing four print panel submissions for the WCC General Diploma in Photography. They
proved diverse and excellent and each met the requirements for the award. Assessors were Tessa Mills FRPS; Maddy Pennock,
LRPS; Martin Addison FRPS and Clive Haynes FRPS. Everyone continues to be encouraged by the response to the Diploma Scheme
and the enthusiastic support from those participating, including Advisors and Assessors. A real team effort.
It's gratifying to see so many club members benefiting from the scheme, improving their photography and enjoying the process.

Wiola Ryczkowska WGDP
Assessor's Comments:
● A most interesting and individualistic panel which strongly reveals original artistic seeing .
● An excellent variety of subjects with many from not obvious sources.
● Wiola's photography has progressed well from the start of her photographic journey, showing
strong evidence of an 'artistic photographer’s eye'.
●
Wiola writes:
"It took me 2 years to succeed and achieve the Diploma in General Photography. It was longer and harder than I thought but absolutely
worth it. I have never met tutors so patient and helpful before, I would not have made it without them. The support is amazing. I would
recommend this programme to everyone in the club".
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Susan Lewis WGDP
Assessor's Comments:
● A well presented panel offering variety and ways of seeing.
● Good range of imagery from action to abstract & from different atmospheric conditions to humour (cow amongst the cow-parsley)
● The lacy pattern with its complex shadow is very well seen.
Susan writes:
"I signed up for the WCC General Diploma in January 2017. I was full of enthusiasm. Unfortunately, other aspects of my life got in the
way and I was not able to devote the time needed to improve my photography.
Consequently, when I entered my first panel for assessment in December 2017 I had a
'referral' - four of my images were not up to scratch.
I decided to go back to the drawing board. During the last year I have had more time to
devote to my photography and have greatly improved my camera and technical skills. It has
been a long journey but finally in February 2019 my new panel has been successful.
The WCC Diploma Scheme is to be commended and I am now fired up to work on a
specialised subject and even an LRPS.I would like to thank Maddy for her early mentoring,
Judy for her tuition in Lightroom, Tessa for her gentle and positive critique and Clive for encouraging me “to get on with it!"

Nick Baldwin WGDP
Assessor's Comments:
● Well balanced panel of landscapes. Each image has a 'feeling of place'.
● Variety is conveyed through lighting differences and the 'intimate landscape' of the stream.
● The well considered combination of both colour and the monochrome prints works to good effect.
Nick writes:
"I joined the Club primarily because I want to improve my photography skills. Soon after joining I entered a couple of pictures into the
PDI competition and got some positive feedback. Being keen to learn I realised that the best way to improve was to enter the Diploma
scheme. This gave me the necessary focus for improving my technical camera skills and learning new artistic skills needed for
composition, processing and using monochrome.
I normally process my images in Lightroom but soon learnt that I needed to do more to bring my images to life. I got lots of helpful
advice from Judy Knights, my Advisor, who spent time showing me how to improve my images using Photoshop and Nik filters. As I
selected images for my panel I received helpful critiques and some more Photoshop techniques from Clive Haynes and Jayne Winter.
Having successfully gained my General Diploma I’m keen to start on a WCC Specialised Diploma".
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Assessors with Nick’s and Terry’s panels.

Terry Wells WGDP
Assessor's Comments:
● A well designed panel showing good balance and a strong arrangement.
● Very pleasing set with a good personal input from the photographer.
● Diverse material well balanced to make a harmonious display.
● The portraits are expressive with period atmosphere.
Terry writes:
"Working on a WCC diploma makes you aware of what to look out for in a photograph. It encourages you to get out there with your
camera and take images. I've learned a lot about technique and how to balance a panel. And finally I would like to thank Clive for his
hard work and patience in supporting my progress to my first WCC diploma".

Congratulations to all our new WGDPs!
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Lichfield & National Arboretum Phototrip
Numbers were somewhat depleted due to doctor and hospital

There were several other quaint old houses as well as the house

appointments, sign of the times or perhaps of our ages, I suppose.

of Charles Darwin’s grandfather, there is no charge to enter.

However, on this occasion we chose not to wait around and had a
most enjoyable and varied day. starting with Lichfield Cathedral.

We had lunch at a small café near to the cathedral and then made

This really is a superb building, unique because of its three spires.

our way to the National Memorial Arboretum at Alrewas, which is
only a short drive from Lichfield. Well worth a visit and again much

The staff there are very accommodating, there was not the

to photograph.

slightest problem with us taking photographs and no photography
charge is requested, we made a small donation upon entry.

That is of course if you have sufficient battery power; I always ask

Oodles of stuff to photograph, many superb statues and of course

people to make sure they have plenty of memory cards and fully

the main structure of the building is awe-inspiring; we could have

charged batteries before we go out on these trips.

done with a more time there.

Please do as I say, not as I do!
I left one of my memory cards at home in my card reader and ran

Upon arrival the guide suggested that afterwards we should visit

out of batteries shortly after arriving at the arboretum - at least I

Erasmus Darwin’s house and gardens just opposite the cathedral,

have an excuse for another visit now!

which we did. The light was very stark and the buildings are black
and white so that says everything, but well worth the visit.

Apologies, we didn't get a group shot, staff problems I think…
Barrie Glover

Barbara Glover
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Barbara
Glover

Catherine by Barrie Glover

Barbara also captured WCC at work….
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Sue Abbott LRPS presents three creative images from the trip - ‘Ironwork’.
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Val and Barb by Barrie.
Barrie by

And a few of Barrie’s own images from the trip…

Sue Abbott
LRPS
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Barrie Glover ARPS, DPAGB, BPE4, WSDP2

Congratulations!
Congratulations to Barrie Glover ARPS, DPAGB, BPE4, WSDP2 who has just heard from Clay Cross that he has an impressive seven
acceptances in their national exhibition!
Barrie says:- It's all adding up and helps to put me well on the way for my BPE5.
Take a look at the acceptances for the Creative images here for starters.

Other news
PAGB enews 224
224 enews Extra GB Cup results and winning images (Did you know there was a Best ‘Aw factor’ category in the Nature Cup?)
Photography News 63

Two men in the news
Peter Willis sent in these images, taken indoors, from a couple of recent trips to Bletchley Park, of two gentlemen that have featured in
recent news. Mr Turing, featured in a slate statue in one of their displays and who I understand will appear on a new £50 note and Mr
Churchill who sits on the
mantelpiece in one of the
stunning rooms at BP, in
The

Mansion,

perhaps

checking all is OK.
Such an interesting place to
visit

and

photograph,

although not easy, with so
many other visitors and a bit
cramped, indoors, for those
who use tripods I think.

Alan Turing
and Winston Churchill
by Peter Willis.
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A Scottish theme
Jayne Winter ARPS BPE1* sets us off on a Scottish
theme with A Break in the Clouds, Glen More, one of a
set from a recent holiday to the Isle of Mull. Jayne
adds:- We try and get away each January up to the
Highlands and Islands for some photography and
relaxation after a busy run-up to Christmas.
Janet Sprason has also been to Scotland. She says:It was a lovely and most enjoyable break in the
wonderful landscape we love so much. On one of
our drives out, we stopped to snap this beautiful
landscape (Strontian). My wide-angle could not do it
justice from my view point so I changed lenses and
took quickly (so as not to block road) 3 hand-held
shots. I was very pleased with how PS Raw
converted them into this Pano, so thought I’d share
the view.
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Up Helly Aa - Les Bailey
Les has been on a trip to the Shetlands for this iconic festival (more on the Shetlands next week).
Up Helly Aa has been on our bucket list for some years, so this year we decided to go. To make it easy we booked with an organised
tour; ferry from Aberdeen to Lerwick, three days on Shetland, middle day being Up Helly Aa.

We flew to Aberdeen then took an

overnight ferry to Lerwick (ferries only operate overnight). The trip out was horrendous. I'm never travel sick regardless of mode, Janet
always is on a boat. The ferry departs about 17:30, by which time we were ensconced in our cabin enjoying a cup of tea. Thirty minutes
in, the boat was pitching and yawing heavily, not just a swell, huge troughs and crests with the added rolling: no possibility of a meal for
my leader. Hard tack in the cabin...
Tuesday 29 January was Up Helly Aa day. The Guizer Jarl and his squad, the only squad allowed to dress as Vikings, parade their boat
around the town from about 09:00, the initial procession ending with the 'longship' being left by the harbour for most of the day. The
squad continues to march through the whole town, then retires for much of the day in preparation for the evening ceremony. The other
squads can dress as they wish, and there were certainly some strange costumes. Some people obviously come up for the day, since we
had a fair number of weird costumes on the return ferry.

Guizer Jarl and squad (above) Longship and Junior Jarl squad (below).

There is also a junior Jarl
squad, youngsters elected
to the squad, and they
parade too with a much
smaller replica longship.
They put in an appearance,
accompanied

by

much

shouting of 'Oggie Oggie
Oggie, Rah Rah Rah, with
waving of axes for effect.
I learnt in Norway some years ago that there is no such race as Vikings; Vik (Old Norse) simply means bay or wick. The Norse men who
raided were a mixture of Danish, Swedish and Norwegian fighters. I also learnt that the raiding parties sent in a 'storm force' first, called
'berserkers', terrifyingly savage. As the Shetlanders say 'awar tae the hills!' when they landed.
The evening main event starts at
19:30 with a signal rocket, when the
near 1000 torches are lit and the
procession begins. The torches are
actually fence posts, topped with
paraffin-soaked hessian. The Guizer
Jarl, aboard his longship, is then
dragged in procession through the
town, taking about 30 minutes to
reach the burning site.
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Once there, he remains on his boat until all the squads have encircled the boat, torches ablaze.
He gets out of the boat, and has the honour of throwing the first torch to set the blaze going. Progressively all 1000 torches are thrown
onto the boat, a fantastic blaze. This year there was no wind, rain or snow, so the blaze went straight up; last year apparently the wind
and rain were so strong many of the torches blew out, making for less of a spectacle. But maybe better photos...
All the guizers then leave for a night of drinking and 'party pieces'.

Article and images by
Les Bailey
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And almost finally…
A dialect sign spotted in
the

Shetlands

by

Les

Bailey .
Find out more here!

Dates for the diary

Competitions &
exhibitions

Various dates Carousel
Enjoy

the

outdoor

art

at

Bridgend Photoharmony closes today!

Yorkshire

Sculpture Park at any time before 10 Jun

Reclaim Festival - Beauty in Imperfection.

2019 to catch Ai Weiwei's Zodiac Heads.

22 Feb deadline.

Phototrip, anyone?

Nikon

18-23 Feb Guildhall’s Hidden Treasures.

(microscopy

images. (Any camera).

Wassail at the Oak, Upton Snodsbury.

Portrait of Britain now open. 18 April .

24 February RPS DIG Group members are

Last chance for Lensculture portrait awards

reminded of the AGM, talk by Irene Froy

Closes 20 Feb.

and print selection at Smethwick.

One free single image

entry.

20-27 Feb Jorvik Viking festival.

The World at your Feet TPA by 28 Feb.
You can also take along spare kit to donate
to a good cause.

One Shot Street - $6000 in cash prizes
Lifestyle (urban scenery) Closes 28 Feb

Book ahead for the Photography Show
16-19 March The Photography Show. Free

Smethwick AV close 9 March

entry for professionals. London Camera
Exchange offers 25% discount using the

BPE

code LCETPS19. RPS members remember

VECC (Evesham) closes 28 Feb.

you have a discount code! Nikon also offer
this - use code

World

photography) closes 30 April. Free, 3

25 February Bow Brook Border Morris

Arena Seminar 8 - 10 March

Small

Basingstoke closes 2 March.

NIKTPS19 for 25% off

South Birmingham’s

standard single day tickets.

Image 19 is now

open. Deadline 3 March.

See what's on.

Rushden closes 7 April

Enter their Canon free draw by 1 March.

Robin Hood closes 20 April.

If you are going along, why not offer car

Neath closes 21 April.

spaces on the members' phototrip site?
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Light Up Cheltenham
Don’t forget this event is on until 24 February, daily from 4.30-11.30pm. Over 40 buildings are illuminated.
Why not take the opportunity for some low-light photography?
There is also a 35-metre observation wheel in Imperial Gardens, giving a bird’s-eye view over much of the the town and many of the lit
buildings too! See more about the observation wheel here. The wheel opens at 12 daily, closing times differ. Pre-booking not essential.

Images courtesy of Visit Cheltenham/Cheltenham BID
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